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Archives, Records, and Artifacts:

Why Bother in the Age of Erasures?
Definitions: Records, Objects, Traces

- The evidence we leave behind
- From sherds to log files
- Why do we insist on forgetting? [Rhetorical]
- The importance of Memory: Making identities & futures
- Accountability: Holding power responsible and speaking truth to power
- Access: Structures of organizations and records—Provenance & migrations
Orality to Textuality

- Oral traditions
  - Origination myths and stories, from Navajo to Jewish
  - Poets, songsters, and storytellers
  - The axes: Bible, Koran, Homer, and Sagas—problems of transmission
  - Narratives and epics: the heroic mode of memory

- Transcribing memory to documents: how accurate?
  - Criteria for keeping
  - Cost considerations, modes of saving paper/work
  - Example: Nicholson Baker and newspapers
Archives Go Digital

- Digitization promises to make the bases of memory, from genealogy to history, massively more accessible.

- Many archives & records are in poor shape and digitization is a promising mode of preservation.

- New possibilities for indexing and access.

- Problems: Fragility and expense.

  - By their nature, archives are often unique, so careful handling is essential, as even the heat & light from a scanner can hurt them.

- Who should do it and who should pay?
Making Memories: From Texts to Bits

- E-Government and the gaping memory hole
- Who tends to records now??
- Problems of preservation: what to keep and how
- Print to paper?
- Keep electronic?
- Obsolescence: soft- and hardware dependencies
- Modes of access and issues of custodianship in distributed systems
- “Is it real or is it Memorex™”—faking the truth always a danger in e-documents
Bodies and Documents can morph easily...

Source: Undetermined
Bodies and Documents can morph Easily...

BY: Tommer Leyvand, Daniel Cohen-Or, Gideon Dror and Dani Lischinski, Tel Aviv University
Accountability I

Documenting the state

Coherence between record systems and organizational structures

Paths of power and delegation: tangled webs

Democracy and “sunshine” vs. the silences of authoritarians

Counter-examples: Khmer Rouge and the SS

J. Edgar Hoover’s “Do Not File” file

Example: The USA PATRIOT Act’s Lack of Accountability

Secret arrests/detentions, and more...

Librarians are not even allowed to report that law enforcement officials have sought information on patrons
ACCOUNTABILITY II

- Secrecy and the national security state: closed record rules; FRUS & cleansing
- Snooping: Cointelpro, PROFS case
- “ Canonical” historical sources
- The dilemmas of “need to know”
- Problems of a federal system: Whom do you ask?
- Separate, but sometimes overlapping records at local, state, and federal levels
- Slight advantage with this overlapping: if one agency repels a FOIA request, file for same documents with another!
Limits of Accountability

Public and private authority: desiccation of the former, growing dominance of the latter: usual notion of need for accountability against government—but private entities now (arguably) have more power

Subcontractors to government: Brown & Root, Prison Enterprises

Powerful firms: Enron in California power mess, Microsoft

Use of intellectual property claims to block public access and review: Diebold voting machines
Limits of Accountability,

II

Whither public space and democratic governance?

What records are “public”; who owns them?

Corporate records: Annual reports, SEC reports vs. records only accessible with court orders

Data sharing? Why do Boeing engineers work for the FAA?

Implications for the “right to privacy”

Fourth Amendment protections from whom?

Opt-in and opt-out
Public Records and Personal Privacy

Governments as major repository of records on individuals

Driver’s licenses, Social Security, voter info, public school records (protected under Buckley)

Most such records public by tradition, but largely inaccessible when on paper

Electronic records and intrusions on privacy: DATA-MINING BY SNOOPS SUCH AS CHOICEPOINT

Only California has strong laws regulating data-mining security
Contrasting Classifications: Provenance vs. Hierarchies

- Provenance defined
- Contrast to "normal" classification systems
- Historical research: reverse-engineering the organization
- Constructing history as detective work
- The lifecycle of records
  - Generation
  - Retention
  - Access/Availability
- What of information reuse?
- Does archiving relegate organizational knowledge to a memory hole?
A Big-Theory Question:

What’s a Record and What’s Recorded?

- Classical definition of the record:...

- Email & PROFS; does the copyright notion ("fixed in any tangible medium of expression") work here?

- But what if information and knowledge that don’t lend themselves to being record content or are set by varying parameters?

- Explicit vs. tacit knowledge—what differences in importance?

- Example: “Billable” bodies in the ICU...

- Injured suspects? ...
Records mean different things to different people...

Removed:
Frame from Cry of the City

From Cry of the City (1948), Robert Sidomak, Director
A Record is What We Leave Behind…

- A trace, an artifact... footprints in the snow, a lipstick trace (forget “CSI...”)
- An audio recording, as in “a record album”
- Something we or someone else decides is a record
- Maybe it’s like data that attention has converted into information... A record is a trace that attention has made into something less ephemeral
- But it must be retained or “recorded” to perform its information duties across time
- Recording thus represents a tear in time, an act done in the present upon the past in the name of the future: the archivists’ self-denying role
RECENT NEWS ON RECORDS RETENTION

FEDERAL RULES ON CIVIL PROCEDURE ARE NOW IN THE PROCESS OF BEING REVISED SO THAT COMPANIES CAN ESSENTIALLY DESTROY ELECTRONIC RECORDS WHEN THEY THINK THAT THEY MIGHT BE SUBJECT TO JUDICIAL DISCOVERY.

By contrast, in 2005-12, the European Parliament will vote on whether to force Internet service providers to retain connection logs for up to one year as a way to trace “terrorist” activity. Music companies also want access to those logs in order to chase down pirates.
A Big-Theory Question: Who Has Access, When?

- The records “clock”: how many years should records be closed? Example: micro-level census data

- National security & the politics of “need to know”

- If corporations are “persons” under western law, yet they have consider power over entire communities, should they have privacy rights equal to those of real persons?

- Citizens’ rights to access (to government, not corporate, documents)—somewhat[!?]?

- The Bush Administration has been “reclassifying” millions of documents
The Freedom of Information Act(s)

- Freedom of Information Act, 1966
- Burden of proof resides in the agency, not the asker...
- Yet always the “national security” barrier

1st change: 1974 post-Watergate: openness (overrode Ford’s veto, which was urged by his aides, R. Cheney and D. Rumsfeld)

2nd change: 1986 closing down the promise of original act: “too much bother for the agencies”

3rd change: EFOIA 1996: squarely placed decisions to release with agencies themselves
Problems With FOIA

- Fees as barrier, similar problem with turn-around times
- Untrained staff doing censorship & inadequate IT infrastructure/skills within responding agencies
- Lousy internal search engines, in implicit violation of law; what the engines don’t harvest, it is claimed, doesn’t “exist” [many of the traditional information retrieval issues here as well]
- Cannot “read” blakenings/redactions performed by the “delete” key—but blackenings on redacted PDFs can often be removed by minimally clever people.
The Balancing Game: Access & Accountability vs. Privacy

Is a “potential harm” appropriate or usable as a standard? Given what we know about who actually processes records, should these decisions made by minions?

Problems in posting public records: “constructive privacy invasions” by data mining and the making of data doubles
Emerging Archival Issues...

With digitization, what sorts of e-locking and chain-of-custody measures are needed and how should they be implemented?

What of “information-based compliance”? Note the implications of Sarbanes-Oxley on corporate reporting.

Need concept of “archives of governance” in the place of “government archives” [Ian Wilson]; former embraces loci of power, from government to corporations to NGOs and voluntary organization.